
World leading 
herbicide-free 
weed control

Now available on the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island

Foamstream:
3  Kills weeds
3  Sterilizes seeds
3  Damages the root

The state-of-the-art Foamstream system 
kills weeds using a precise combination of 

very hot water and biodegradable foam:

• Heat is applied to the weed in the form of 
99.7% hot water and 0.3% foam.

• The foam acts as a thermal blanket, keeping 
the heat on the weed long enough to kill it.

• A wetting agent in the foam speeds up the 
transfer of heat into the weed’s cell walls.

• The weed dies within minutes.

• Repeated applications ensure eradication of 
taproots.

How it works

Kill weeds 
in minutes 
– without 

herbicides
World-leading herbicide-free weed control  now 

available on the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island

3  Award winning control of weeds,   
 moss and algae.
3 Safe for people, animals and our   
 environment.
3 Fast, cost-effective, sustainable,   
 responsible.

Try it. 
Buy it. 
Or contract with us to 
control weeds for you.

4104 232 Street 
Langley BC, V2Z 2K2 

604 533-9757 
www.horizonlandscape.ca

Now available through  
Horizon Landscape Contractors

Foamstream is unique:



Why we chose 
Foamstream – 

and why you 
should too

There is rising concern around the world 
about the dangers posed by the  use 
of herbicides. At Horizon Landscape 

Contractors, we are especially concerned about 
the impact on fish-bearing streams, schools and 
playgrounds, parks, farms and places where 
people, animals, birds and food may be affected.

After extensively researching the best ways 
to safely control unwanted weeds and moss, we 
have brought the award-winning Foamstream 
system to North America.

We believe it is the best solution available 
anywhere in the world to control weeds while 
simultaneously helping to eliminate dangerous 
poisons from our environment.

Perfect for municipalities, individuals, farms 
and businesses that want to help protect our 
air, land and water, the Foamstream system is 
available immediately for trials.

– Mike Dougherty 
President 

Horizon Landscape Contractors

Safe. Efficient. Cost-effective.
Weedingtech, in the 

United Kingdom, 
worked with industry 

leading partners to develop 
Foamstream. This 100% 
biodegradable foam is made from 
natural and renewable plant oils 
such as coconut, palm kernel and 
rapeseed and sugars derived from 
potato, maize and wheat. Mixed 
with hot water, it  can be precisely 
applied to weeds.

• Research shows that even 
stubborn weeds will only 
require 3-4 treatments a year, 
as opposed to 5-7 treatments a 
year with hot water alone.

• Foamstream acts as a thermal 
blanket to keep the heat on the 

weeds. The thickness of this 
blanket is around 10mm. It 
keeps the water hot far longer 
enabling a far higher and more 
consistent kill rate of weeds.

• Keeping heat on the plants for 
longer means that Foamstream 
is also able to tackle spoors and 
seeds on the ground. This helps 
prevent future weed growth.

• Foamstream and the MW-
Series use leading temperature 
control technology to ensure 
the water is always at the most 
effective temperature. This 
increases its impact on even the 
most stubborn weeds from the 
first treatment, and reduces the 
number of treatments.

• Hot water systems typically 
become less effective in 
cool weather. Foamstream 
maintains heat longer and can 
be used year round.

• Foamstream and the MW-
Series use less diesel than hot 
water alternatives, making it 
more cost-effective for users.

• Independent tests such as 
the Clean Region Project 
undertaken in Germany found 
that Foamstream delivers 
results equivalent to those 
delivered by herbicide-based 
weed control. In some cases 
– including on small weeds 
and moss – Foamstream 
outperforms herbicides.


